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Abstract In the next decades, the growth in population

aging will cause important problems to most industrialized

countries. To tackle this issue, Ambient Assistive Living

(AAL) systems can reinforce the well-being of elderly

people, by providing emergency, autonomy enhancement,

and comfort services. These services will postpone the

need of a medicalized environment and will allow the

elderly to stay longer at home. However, each elderly has

specific needs and a deployment environment of such

services is likely unique. Furthermore, the needs evolve

over time, and so does the deployment environment of the

system. In this paper, we propose the use of a model-based

development method, the adaptive medium approach, to

enable dynamic adaptation of AAL systems. We also

propose improvements to make it more suited to the AAL

domain, such as considering heterogeneity and a compo-

sition model. The paper includes an evaluation of the

prototype implementing the approach, and a comparison

with related work.

Keywords Dynamic adaptation � Model-driven

engineering � Heterogeneity � AAL � Adaptive

medium approach

1 Introduction

In the next decades, most industrialized countries will face

important problems with the growth in population aging.

Statistics data provide a clear picture of the problem

dimension. According to results of the SHARE survey1 in

2050 the share of the above sixty-five age group will be

around 28% instead of 16% nowadays. Specialized insti-

tutions will not be able to handle that situation without

alternative solutions. One of them is the use of Ambient

Assistive Living (AAL) services that aim at enabling

people to stay at home for a longer time, delaying the need

for a specialized, medicalized institution.

Also, we notice that most AAL applications are either

too general or too specific. Indeed, each elderly has specific

diseases, capabilities, and habits, and the deployment

environment (e.g., the set of available devices to execute

AAL services) may be different from one instance to

another. Therefore, proposing a too general or too specific

AAL application is not a satisfying solution as it may lead

to (a) a rejection of the application by the final user, or

(b) an inadequate deployment of the application. Similarly,

the needs of the elderly may evolve over time (e.g.,

between night and day, or between winter and summer),
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alerts in emergency situations (e.g., sudden falls, heart

attacks), (b) autonomy enhancement services provide tools

to postpone the need of assistance by health caregivers or

relatives (e.g., a cooking assistance system), and (c) com-

fort services greatly enhance the quality of life (e.g.,

logistic services, infotainment services, or services to

maintain or create social links).

To develop such a system, users and deployment envi-

ronments specificities that should be taken into account

include:

– Users may have specific diseases: an application will

neither provide the same services nor behave the same

if the system is deployed for a visually impaired person

or for a person with muscular problems. The visually

impaired person must have an interface with specific

fonts, colors contrast, or even a vocalization of the

provided services. The person with muscular problems

must have services with specific simplified control

interfaces. Therefore, the AAL system must be cus-

tomizable, depending on the capabilities of final users.

– The acceptability of some services may be different: to

be efficient, the system has to be perceived positively

by the elderly people and by the circle of people in

charge of them (relatives, medical staff,…). For some

people, having a camera analyzing their moves and

position is inappropriate due to privacy issues, even for

a very useful service such as fall detection. For others

that type of service is not problematic. Therefore, the

AAL system must be customizable depending on the

acceptability of final users.

– Target platforms: different target platforms are avail-

able for an AAL application, e.g., tablets PCs, home

automation captors and actuators, iPads, set-top-boxes2.

Each of them has different capabilities in terms of

memory, computing,… Therefore, the AAL system

must be customizable depending on the capabilities of

all the available target platforms.

– Home configuration: number of rooms, network con-

figuration, layout of the devices,… Therefore, the AAL

system should be customizable depending on the

current configuration of devices at home.

In order to be able to manage all these specificities, we

claim that AAL systems for the elderly must be custom-

izable, distributed, and heterogeneous. They should be

customizable in terms of the provided services and target

platforms to fit each particular need and deployment

environment. They should be distributed by providing

different, distributed access points (for medical staff, for

the elderly, for the relatives) and having services distrib-

uted among available devices, for security and quality of

2 A set-top box is a programmable hardware connected to a TV set.

and so does the deployment environment of an AAL 
application (e.g., due to faults or updates of devices). As 
those evolutions may occur during application execution, 
AAL applications should have the ability to dynamically 
adapt to them.

On the other hand, AAL applications are often devel-

oped as pervasive systems, in order to provide services 
independently of user and service location. Then, as a 
pervasive system, an AAL application is distributed and 
should be able to execute in an heterogeneous environment, 
which includes different target platforms. However, few 
works do compose with heterogeneity, dynamic adaptation, 
and distribution, despite that each one has strong conse-

quences on the others.

In [13, 16], we proposed a model-based methodology 
that facilitates the development of adaptive and distributed 
applications: the adaptive medium approach. This paper 
presents improvements of this approach that raises new 
interesting capabilities for developing AAL applications 
related with heterogeneity and adaptability characteristics. 
We are currently working on applying this methodology to 
the development of a pervasive indoor AAL application for 
the elderly that offers a set of services (health-oriented, 
communication-oriented, and information-oriented) allow-

ing them to live longer at their preferred place in a safer 
way while maintaining social links with their relatives and 
their circle of friends.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section 
analyzes the specific needs of indoor AAL systems for 
elderly people, and introduces the basic functionalities that 
should be implemented to build them. Section 3 presents 
the background used for our solution, which is the generic 
concept of the adaptive medium approach, and its under-

lying design process based on model-driven engineering 
(MDE) techniques. The fourth section studies how to 
extend that method to make it suitable for specific needs of 
AAL systems, especially by introducing heterogeneity 
management, and a model for composing mediums. Sec-

tion 5 presents our current implementation of the adaptive 
medium approach, and how we plan to extend it to support 
heterogeneity and composition. Finally, Sects. 6 and 7 
present our work regarding research results on AAL sys-

tems, heterogeneity, and adaptation, and discusses future 
work, respectively.

2 Adaptation of AAL systems for the elderly

Ambient Assisted Living systems denote the use of com-

puting technologies to improve users well-being. Services 
provided by indoor AAL systems can be classified in three 
subdomains [15]: (a) emergency treatment services predict, 
detect, and/or prevent unsafe situations by propagating



service reasons. Finally, the heterogeneous nature of AAL

applications is related to the distribution of their services.

As these services may run on different target platforms, the

capabilities of each must be taken into account.

On the other hand, user needs and application deploy-

ment environments evolve over time:

– Some services must be adapted to the evolution of the

elderly needs, e.g., between night and day, winter and

summer, or in the case of a progressive disease such as

Alzheimer. Therefore, the AAL system should change

its behavior depending on changes on user capabilities.

– The deployment environment is not static, and avail-

able resources may evolve over time, e.g., by upgrades

or due to faults. The AAL system should adapt to

manage these changes.

In order to manage these evolutions, we claim that AAL

applications should be developed as adaptive software.

Adaptation may be related to the evolution of the elderly

needs. The application should then be able to dynamically

adapt whether for a short time scale (e.g., adaptation of the

font scale for an elderly reading news on TV, or an

emergency mode) or for a long time scale (e.g., adaptation

of some services between winter and summer, such as a

temperature monitoring system). When being related to

changes on the deployment environment, the application

should be able to adapt for a long time scale (e.g., device

availability, network charge balancing,…).

3 Homogeneous adaptive applications

The specification of a dynamically adaptive application

must tackle two major difficulties. The first one is the

specification of consistent variants of the application,

considering the common parts and the variation points. As

a distributed application is composed of multiple internal

parts that collaborate to provide a service, the design and

distribution of the internals of the variants is a hard task.

The second one is the specification of the transitions

between the variants of the application, leading to an

adaptation plan created either by computation or by spec-

ification of transition assets. This is also a hard task as each

transition comprises multiple modifications that could be

architectural, configurational, and/or parametrical. More-

over, the data of the application have to be transferred to

the new variant. During an adaptation in a distributed

application, those actions will also have to be distributed

and coordinated.

In [13, 16], we proposed a methodology to build such an

adaptive application: the adaptive medium approach. It is

based on a development process, which allows the speci-

fication of multiple variants of a distributed software [13]

by providing a framework where the software is developed

by applying a set of successive refinements based on a

model-driven architecture (MDA) design approach3. Then,

those variants are composed with adaptation mechanisms

in order to enable architecture-based runtime adaptation

[16]. We believe that our approach is a suitable solution to

deal with AAL systems. This section aims at presenting the

adaptive medium approach.

3.1 The medium approach

The medium approach as originally presented by Cariou in

[4] is defined by:

– Fixed provided services. The border of the logical

medium specifies its roles, which are the points of

interaction with its outside and define the functional

properties of the medium.

– A distributed architecture for the implementation. As

the logical medium should allow distributed collabora-

tions among roles, its internals are implemented as a set

of distributed parts, called managers. Managers collab-

orate to provide the services specified by the roles.

However, despite being distributed, the medium is

considered as a whole: the distribution of its internals is

considered as non-functional.

– A design method (a) where the communication is not

specified as a functional requirement, and (b) consisting

in a set of refinements applied successively, where each

refinement considers a particular design concern. Con-

sidered design concerns includes the specification of the

architecture and of the distribution of the resources:

algorithms, data types, data management strategies,…

The final application is the interconnection of the

managers that implement the logical medium services, and

a set of software components that use the roles provided by

the logical medium.

To illustrate this concept, we consider an application

that provides local news for the elderly people. The news

are provided in a raw textual format by a local news pro-

vider, and the elderly can access them, e.g., via an appli-

cation running on a set-top-box. In that case, the logical

medium consists of two roles: the first one is the role for

accessing the news, the second one is the role for providing

them (Fig. 1a). The refinement process is applied to the

logical medium until it is fully specified (Fig. 1b).

3.2 A design method to specify variants

Kaboré et al. in [13] has automated the design method, using

model transformations in an MDA software design approach.

3 http://www.omg.org/mda.

http://www.omg.org/mda


Running successive model transformations refines the logical

medium, resulting in one implementation variant. The

development process of a medium is defined by three suc-

cessive steps, that must be realized, respectively, by a domain

expert, a solution designer, and an application designer.

Figure 2 presents two generic refinement steps, including the

metamodels, the models, and the transformations.

– The domain expert defines a framework composed of a

set of metamodels. The first metamodel describes the

logical medium, then, each successive metamodel dif-

fers from the previous one by the addition of the nec-

essary concepts to introduce a solution for a specific

concern. The expert also defines the transitions (via a

model transformation language) and the solutions

metamodels. In the figure, the elements defined by the

domain expert are colored on dark gray.

– A solution designer designs sets of solution models

conforming with the solution metamodels provided by

the expert. Each solution model is then stored in a

solution repository. In the figure, the elements defined

by the solution designer are colored on light gray.

– Finally, an application designer uses the process

designed by the expert and resolves each concern by

choosing a solution for it from the solution repository.

In the figure, the elements defined by the application

designer are colored on white.

Using this design process leads to the definition of the

implementation of a medium variant that conforms to the

initial specification of the logical medium. However, the

design process can also lead to the definition of multiple

implementation variants: To do so, the application designer

selects multiple alternative solutions for each considered

concern, leading to a specification of multiple implemen-

tation variants for a single logical medium where all

variants share the same functional definition.

For more details about the design method, the reader

may refer to [13, 16].

3.3 Example

Let’s reconsider the previous example about the local news

provider. Another version of this medium could be devel-

oped that allows the vocalization of articles by an avatar

instead of a textual presentation. Vocalization is a resource-

consuming process that, in this case, cannot be computed

neither by the news provider nor by the news reader due to a

lack of resources: it has to be computed by a third element

in the distributed application. Also, the vocalization result is

a heavy file and the storage capabilities of the news provider

and the news reader are inadequate for such files. Consid-

ering that the network bandwidth is enough, using a cen-

tralized data storage can be a solution to preserve storage

capacities of the news provider and the news reader, and to

preserve storage waste due to multiple copies of the same

file. Moreover, the vocalization operation could be made

using two distinct strategies: on demand or systematic. The

first one vocalizes text-based news just-in-time when an

audio-version is requested by a news reader and is then

stored on the data storage. On the latter, the text-based news

are vocalized systematically when provided by the news

provider. Both versions have distinct properties: the ‘‘on

demand’’ one suits a situation where only a few articles are

accessed in a vocalized format, the ‘‘systematic’’ one fits

better when the ratio vocalized/unvocalized grows.

The text-based news system could have been easily

implemented with the data being copied from the provider

to the reader using a simple publish / subscribe pattern.

With the introduction of the vocalization, the architecture

local news service 
logical medium

read news provide news

1*

Logical
aggregation
 of physical 

medium parts

news reader a (set top box)

news provider (app. server)

managers

(a)

(b)

nement 

news reader b (set top box)

Fig. 1 Overview of the design process of a medium a a logical

medium b a refined medium
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of the distributed application is subject to substantial

changes as it gets more elaborate and different variants are

possible. Using the medium approach, it is possible to

develop these multiple variants of the application.

The decision tree represents the decisions made by the

application designer to specify the variants of the logical

medium. As presented in Fig. 3, five concerns have been

identified for our example, leading to four variants. The

input of the process is a functional definition of a logical

medium that specifies the two roles: ‘‘read news’’ and

‘‘provide news’’ (0). The first concern is the managers

introduction, which introduces the distributed nature of the

software: each role is associated with a manager (1). This is

a generic step for every application using the medium

approach. Then, a single data access strategy is introduced,

a publish / subscribe mechanism where the ‘‘read news’’

role manager queries the medium internals for the data (2).

The next concern introduces two data presentation strate-

gies: textual for text-based news (3), and audio for vocal-

ized news (4). In that step, the data formats are being

defined. Then, the internal data storage strategy is intro-

duced. In one case, the data are copied from the provider by

the reader (5); in another case, the data are centralized in a

specified point (a specific manager), accessed by the

readers and fed by the provider (6,7). Finally, the vocali-

zation strategies are introduced (8,9).

With those decisions, the process leads to the definition

of four variants of the logical medium (Fig. 4), but dif-

ferent decisions could have led to a different number of

medium variants. Variants A and B are text-based, variants

C and D are audio-based. On variant A, the text data are

provided by the provider to the reader who keeps a copy in

a local storage. On variant B, the only data storage is a

centralized point on the software. Variants C and D

introduce the vocalization manager, which is in charge of

vocalizing submitted text. On variant C, the data are

vocalized ‘‘on demand’’ upon request of the data storage,

whereas on variant D it is done ‘‘systematically’’ upon

request of the news provider.

3.4 Introduction of the adaptation mechanisms

We extended this design method by adding two new steps.

The first one, called composition is intended to add adap-

tation mechanisms [16]. The composition merges all the

variants and introduces an adaptation framework, DYNA-

CO [3], in the software (Fig. 5). The introduction of the

adaptation mechanisms allows the dynamic reconfiguration

of the application.

The second step is named modularization. The steps of

the development process, represented by the decision tree,

are mapped to a component-based architecture. The latter

is used by the adaptation mechanisms to manipulate com-

ponents, such as component control actions (start, stop)

and component addition and removal actions (creation,

0
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removal, binding, and unbinding). The adaptation plan for

changing from the replaced to the replacement variant

consists in a set of actions to manipulate components and to

transfer data among them (extract, inject). The first set of

actions is deduced from the decision tree. Data transfer

actions are deduced from a data transfer model created by

the application designer. It fixes which components man-

age which data and the operations to be used on these

components to read and write data.

Let’s extend the previous example. The system includes

a mechanism that can detect whether an elderly takes a too

long average time to read the articles that are provided. In

this case, the application is able to self-reconfigure from

the text-based version to the vocalized-based version. Also,

another detection mechanism may trigger the reconfigura-

tion from the ‘‘on demand’’ version to the ‘‘systematic’’

version, when the ratio of vocalized articles reaches a

predefined number4.

4 Improvements of the adaptive medium approach

to fit better AAL systems

The adaptive medium approach presented in the previous

section facilitates the development of distributed, adaptive

applications. However, it fails to provide means to handle

heterogeneity and does not consider complex applications,

i.e., applications composed of several mediums. In this

section, we present the improvements that we plan to

introduce in the adaptive medium approach to add both

aspects. Section 4.1 presents two kinds of heterogeneity

due to the pervasive nature of AAL systems. Then, Sect.

4.2 presents a model of composition of mediums that raises

new interesting capabilities for modeling AAL and devel-

oping applications.

4.1 Two kinds of heterogeneities

An (adaptive) medium can naturally handle heterogeneity

due to its particular architecture composed of multiple

layers offering complementary architectural views: the

abstract view which specifies the roles, and the managers

view which introduces location and distribution of medium

parts.

To tackle the heterogeneity of AAL systems, we con-

sider two types of heterogeneity: heterogeneity of target

platforms, and intercession capabilities on mediums.

The specification of the target platforms constrains the

execution context of the software, e.g. programming language,

framework, operating system, hardware architecture,… In the

adaptive medium approach, this heterogeneity has to be

specified at the managers level as it is concerned with location

of the medium parts. Many studies provide a link between

models and physical target platforms, such as the MDA,

Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM), or SCA [20]. However,

unlike these approaches, our main goal is to take into account

the strong consequences of this heterogeneity on the adaptation

framework, and on its composition with the medium.

The specification of the Intercession Capabilities on the

Medium (ICfm) specifies how a medium can be interceded.

To this end, it specifies the primitives it aims to provide

(e.g., move, deploy, weave, connect,…), and that will be

used by the adapt-managers to provide an adaptation ser-

vice over the whole medium. The specification of the ICfm

is closely related to the target platform of the medium.

Each adapt-manager is composed with a manager whatever

its target platform(s). ICfm are provided by an adaptation

framework, which is embedded in the adapt-managers. In

general, an adaptation framework can only intercede with a

specific target platform, although some can intercede with

multiple ones. Also, for a single target platform, different

adaptation frameworks could be used depending on the

type of intercession that is needed (e.g., aspects and com-

ponent do not offer the same intercession capabilities).

Then, the heterogeneity of the target platforms and the

need of different types of intercession implies that ICfm are

heterogeneous in most cases. In this paper, we do not

consider the fact that the adaptation framework itself is

linked to a target platform.

Table 1 gives some examples of target platforms and

associated adaptation frameworks (that specifies the ICfm).

These examples show that the use of a specific adaptation

framework is constrained by, but not restricted to the target

platform(s) of the medium (e.g., FDF [9] may be used in a

Fractal [7] or an OSGi5 target platform). Moreover, for a

given target platform, several adaptation framework may

Table 1 Sample combinations of managers, target platforms, and

adaptation framework

Manager Target platform Adaptation framework

News reader OSGi Life cycle layer

News reader OSGi FDF [9]

News reader Objective/c ResolveInstanceMethod()

News reader Fractal DYNACO [3]

News reader Fractal FScript [7]

News reader Fractal FDF

News provider OSGi Life cycle layer

News provider Fractal FScript

4 We voluntarily don’t consider whether the triggering of the

adaptation is manual or automatic, as it is out of scope of this work. 5 http://www.osgi.org/

http://www.osgi.org/


be used (e.g., for the Fractal target platform three different

adaptation frameworks may be used). Despite this inde-

pendence of target platforms and adaptation frameworks,

the state of the art considers them as a whole. Using that

dichotomy goes one step further in separating adaptation

mechanisms and functional specification, in particular by

introducing the ability to specify multiple solutions for

each of them. Moreover, most approaches tackle hetero-

geneity by introducing an abstraction layer to hide it (see

Sect. 6). We state that using such an abstraction layer may

lead to the loss of the specificities of each adaptation

framework and target platform particularly when the

intercession capabilities are weakly compatible with the

abstraction layer.

Let’s extend our previous example with the considered

heterogeneities. The local news medium consists of four

managers (Fig. 4), including the news reader manager and

the data storage manager. Some of those managers could

be deployed on multiple target platforms. For example,

news reader manager could be deployed in a set-top-box, to

allow the user to read news on the TV set or in an iPad.

Therefore, the news reader manager should enforce the API

provided by the target platform. When deployed in an iPad,

the news reader manager should then be implemented in

Objective/C using specific APIs for iOS. When deployed in

a set-top-box executing a Java OSGi framework, it should

likewise conform to the corresponding API.

To enable adaptation, ICfm must be chosen. Examples of

these choices are given in Table 1. In this table, six

instances of the news reader manager are available, three of

them being deployed in a Fractal component platform, two

of them using an OSGi platform, and one executing in a

IPad. Among the Fractal-based news reader managers,

none of them uses the same ICfm. On the other hand, the

second and the sixth news reader manager instances

(Fractal and OSGi) uses the same ICfm.

4.2 A model for composing mediums

As stated in Sect. 3, the composition step merges the

developed medium variants and introduces an adaptation

framework. The composition is a key concept in the

specification of the heterogeneities, so to specify them we

must consider how the composition modify the composed

mediums.

When the adaptation framework is composed with the

medium, the result is an adaptive medium. From the

managers architectural view, each manager is composed

with an adapt-manager (Fig. 5). Like common managers,

adapt-managers communicate to provide services, i.e.,

adaptation mechanisms. Therefore, from the abstract

architectural view, they also represent a medium, the

adapt-medium, as depicted in Fig. 6a. This medium offers

two roles: one that aims at being composed with another

medium in order to manipulate it, e.g., the composition

with medium A in the figure, and the second one that

provides the ‘‘handles’’ to trigger adaptation, e.g., the role

named adapt in the figure. Composing a medium with an

adapt-medium does not modify the border of the first one.

We call this type of composition a technical composition.

However, technical compositions are not the only ones that

can be done. Another type of composition is the functional

composition (Fig. 6b). It is related with the border of the

mediums involved, e.g., role r of medium C and t of

medium B in the figure. In this case, the role r of medium

C provides a service. The role t of medium B is then a

client of this role, as it requires it. Then role t must be

specified in a way it is compatible with role r. Both the

compositions result in a composite medium, which shares

the characteristics of a primitive medium: its roles are

fixed, its architecture is distributed, and communication is

considered non-functional.

From the abstract architectural view, the heterogeneities

described in the previous section impact either the whole

composite medium or only the adapt-medium. In particu-

lar, heterogeneity of the target platform impacts the whole

composite medium as both the composed and the adapt-

medium are concerned by the target platform choice. On

the other hand, as the medium to be adaptable may be

specified without adaptation aspects, technical composition

semantics impacts only the adapt-medium.

Let’s redefine our example using this composition

model (Fig. 7). In the figure, the composite medium pro-

vides three roles, which are the same two roles as previ-

ously (read news and provide news), and another one that

triggers adaptations of the whole medium (adapt). The

roles of the primitive local news medium are promoted to

adapt
medium A

adapt- 
medium

medium B medium C

(a)

(b)

rt

composite medium

composite adaptive medium

Fig. 6 Detail of the two compositions: a a technical composition

b a functional composition



server. The figure also compares coarse-grained and fine-

grained adaptation. Coarse-grained adaptation implies

changes in all the components of the replaced variant while

fine-grained adaptation identify common components

between the replaced and replacement variants so that they

are kept after adaptation [16]. The results show that both

fine-grained adaptations reduce adaptation time. However,

adaptation 2 better reduces adaptation time as files are kept

and only file localization data (smaller than files) are

transferred.

On the other hand, Table 2 compares user-defined and

generated software assets in the development of the file-

sharing adaptive medium. Thanks to the development

framework containing basic metamodels and transforma-

tions, software engineers need to define 3 metamodels, 27

models, and 3 transformations in order to generate 128

variants as component diagrams containing 1,536 compo-

nents. Moreover, the 3 transformations, the 3 metamodels,

local news 
medium

adapt
medium

vocalization 
medium

le-sharing 
medium

provide
news

read
news

adapt

Fig. 8 Adaptation time for two different adaptations

Table 2 User-defined and generated elements in the file-sharing

adaptive medium development

User-defined Generated

1 medium model 128 component diagrams

1 variability model 1,536 components

1 process model

3 solution meta-modelsa

7 solution modelsa

3 transformationsa

17 decision models

a Reusable for the development of other adaptive mediums

Fig. 7 The news example represented with compositions

the border of the composite medium to reify the two first 
ones. The last one is provided by an adapt-medium. Two 
other mediums compose the composite one: the vocaliza-

tion medium which is in charge of vocalizing the textual 
news, and the file-sharing medium which is in charge of 
data storage. In this model, we assume that the vocalization 
medium is not adaptive, so it is not composed with the 
adapt-medium. The composite medium is then the result of 
three functional compositions and two technical ones.

The approach is convenient for modeling AAL systems, 
as this high level abstraction is a simple representation for a 
pervasive system. Indeed, each depicted medium is dis-

tributed over the architecture: The representation of such 
an application with a common component approach would 
be an awkward task. The approach also promotes the reuse 
of existing mediums, such as the file-sharing medium, 
which is described in [16].

5 Prototype and evaluation

We have implemented a prototype of an adaptive medium 
[16]. The prototype is an adaptive file-sharing medium 
based on a generic medium development framework con-

sisting on reusable metamodels, transformations, concerns, 
and implementations. It consists in a file-sharing medium, 
and an adapt-medium, informally composed together to 
form the adaptive medium. For more information on the 
implementation, readers may refer to [16].

In Fig. 8, adaptation times of two different adaptations 
is compared. In Adaptation 1, the files storage strategy is 
changed from a centralized to a peer-to-peer variant with 
10 peers involved. In Adaptation 2, the file localization 
data storage strategy changes from a multiple servers (2 
servers) to a centralized variant. In the figure, adaptation 
time increases with the amount of managed files. Indeed, 
both adaptations include the migration of data. In the first 
case, files are moved from the centralized server and dis-

tributed among the 10 peers. In the second case, file 
localization data should be transferred to thecentralized



and 7 models are reusable. The number of generated dia-

grams (128) and components (1,536) are those that devel-

opers would need to defined with a classical manual

approach to reach identical adaptation time results. This

illustrates the advantage of the adaptive medium approach

in terms of automating the development.

We plan to reuse, extend, and generalize this prototype

to explicitly take into account composition of mediums,

heterogeneity of target platforms and intercession capa-

bilities. The prototype will be applied to the design of a

system alike the one presented during this paper, signifi-

cantly improved to match users needs. The prototype will

be experimented by the SID research group of Telecom

Bretagne by deploying it in the Experiment’AAL labora-

tory, a recreated flat for elderly people, fully equipped with

heterogeneous devices and captors [21].

6 Related work

6.1 Adaptation in AAL systems

There are lots of works in the domain of extending the

information society by providing services for the elderly

people. However, few of them consider customization and/

or adaptation of the provided services.

In the context of the BelAmI project6, Schneider and

Becker study solutions for adaptive component-based

applications in the domain of AAL systems [19]. Their

solution aims at resolving five adaptation scenarios: local

adaptation, remote adaptation, conflict negotiation, set

point adaptation, and manual adjustment. They define a

component architecture involving a Configurator, a Con-

textManager and an AdaptationManager, respectively to

specify configurable components, to get information from

the context, and to plan adaptation actions, respectively.

Also in the BelAmI project, Anastasopoulos et al. propose

a service oriented middleware for service reconfiguration

and dynamic integration: DoAmI (Domain-Specific

Ambient Intelligence middleware platform) [1]. Their

solution is based on component assemblies, where each

component has different configurations (versions). How-

ever, in both cases, the adaptation is limited to the recon-

figuration of the components or their layout, and the

separation of the services and the adaptation mechanism is

not clear.

The approach used by Cetina et al. in [5] is similar to

ours. Cetina designs self-adaptive pervasive systems, with

an application for smart homes, as SPL (Software Product

Lines) using MDA techniques. Resources are modeled in a

PervML model, and a specific feature model describes the

functionalities to support each user intentions. Then, a

realization model establishes relations between the Per-

vML model and the feature Model, to describe how goals

could be realized. By using model transformations, a per-

vasive system is generated as well as a variability model.

The latter is used to manage addition/removal of services

and/or resources when adaptation is needed. Although

interesting, this approach limits the considered variability

to services and resources. Our approach aims at defining a

more general variability, as it also considers non-functional

properties of the services.

6.2 Adaptive home automation systems

The context of home automation is also rich of interesting

approaches in adaptive pervasive systems, and some of

those concepts could be reused in the context of AAL

systems.

Hamaoui et al. propose an original solution for the

adaptation of a pervasive system to its environment [11]

based on a combined use of agents and components. The

application is able to react to the environment, including

the application structure, to provide tailored services and to

generate an adapted GUI. Agents are deployed dynami-

cally, and each agent is capable to manage its internal

components, according to the services and the events

returned by the equipments of the environment. Then, the

GUI is tailored to the actual deployment and state of the

application. The approach demonstrates that the combined

use of multiple adaptation paradigms could lead to pow-

erful adaptive systems.

Cheung-Foo-Wo proposes the concept of aspects of

assembly and a domain-specific language to specify them,

ISL4Wcomp [6]. Aspects of assembly express the scenarios

of the application, and allows the generation of components

and their assemblies. Aspects of assembly are an interest-

ing layer of reconfiguration over components architecture,

which demonstrates that intercession capabilities can be of

multiple kind for an architecture: one could manipulated

components or aspects of assembly to fulfill an architec-

tural reconfiguration.

6.3 General auto-adaptive systems

In MADAM and its follow-up project called MUSIC [18],

the authors proposed an approach for developing adaptive

software. The approach is based on (1) an adaptation con-

ceptual model describing elements concerning adaptation

and (2) an application reference architecture allowing to

specify applications as composition plans of components. In

the approach, the development of a software system can be

realized by using SPL techniques that enable to identify

different variation points. Each point indicates several6 http://www.belami-project.org/.

http://www.belami-project.org/


considered in those works does not include the reconfiguration

capabilities, which are systematically considered as

homogeneous.

7 Conclusion

The main contributions of this paper are (1) the use of a

specific development method, based on the concept of

medium, to specify an adaptive architecture for pervasive

AAL systems, and (2) the identification of the improve-

ments of this method to make it more fitted to that specific

domain.

Extensions and refinements of the development method

include medium composition definition and heterogeneity

of target platforms, and intercession capabilities. By

defining models for both aspects, an advanced software

design methodology for developing adaptive, heteroge-

neous AAL systems will be proposed.

A first prototype to support the development method-

ology exists which validates the interest of the method to

develop adaptive, distributed applications. Tests and vali-

dation of the identified improvements will be performed in

the Experiment’AAL laboratory, which is a recreated flat

for elderly deployed at Télécom Bretagne. It is fully

equipped with heterogeneous devices and captors.
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